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Kingsley Plantation represents a tumultuous time in Florida's past. The ever-changing
political, social,and economic climate affected the lives of both free and slave. Failed
crops could bankrupt the owner,which often resulted in slave families being sold

apart. Despite the harsh conditions of bondage,slaves not only persevered, but
developed a richly diverse culture. It is hard to imagine that this 1,000-acre island was
used for growing crops during the plantation period. Agricultural use ended around
1900 and since then the fields have reverted back to forest.

This tour begins at the slave quarters. The buildings are fragile - please do not touch or
climb on them.

Stops 1 & 2:
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Many slaves worked in the fields, which were
located along the dirt road leading into the
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—slave-quarters. The main cash crop here was—

Sea Island cotton. Other crops included sugar
cane,corn,beans,and potatoes.

On this Sea Island plantation,slaves were
assigned according to the task system. A task
was a specific amount of work required for
each slave to finish daily. While many slaves
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worked in the fields, other daily tasks included

house work or skilled tasks such as carpentry
or blacksmithing. When the task was finished,
slaves used whatever remained of the day to
hunt,fish, garden, or tend to other personal
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needs.

The slave quarters were the homes for sixty to
eighty enslaved men, women and children.
Each home had a fireplace for a "kitchen,"
where slave families prepared their nightly
meals, as well as a room for sleeping.

Map of the Kingsley
Plantation grounds

The homes were built with a material called

tabby. Skilled slaves cooked oyster shells in a
kiln for lime. These cooked shells dissolved in

Slave Quarters

water, and sand was mixed in to make cement.

This "concrete" was poured into forms,layer
by layer, to make the walls.

East End of Slave

The slave quarters at Kingsley Plantation are
laid out in a unique way. Instead of a straight

owner. The other large cabins were either
shared for community activities such as
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line, the houses form a semi-circle. This

cooking,or were given to skilled slave

pattern is similar to village design in some areas

craftsmen as a show of status.

Stop 3:

of West Africa.

Notice that the buildings are not all the same
size. One of the larger ones,at the end of the

row,were given to the "Driver" and his family
for the extra responsibility of managing the

daily work assignments and reporting to the

Before continuing to Stop 4, take a moment
and look in the direction of the plantation
house. During the plantation period this
wooded area would have been an open field,

with a clear view ofthe other plantation
buildings.

